Oslo, 1 February 2018

Annual report for 2019

Registration and bank account of ARLIS/Norden:
ARLIS/Norden was registered in Finland as ARLIS/Norden rf (registrerad förening). Business ID number is 3084923-2. Katariina Soudunsaari opened a bank account (Danske bank) in the end of the year and was ready to take over as treasurer.

Reykjavik 2019
ARLIS/Norden held the annual meeting and conference in Reykjavik 13.-15.6.2019. The theme of the conference was Art on the edges – Art at the libraries. 26 members participated to the annual meeting.

Board meetings
The board has met during these dates during 2019 (minutes from the minutes are available on the website):

Board meeting in Oslo – 2019 02 01
Board meeting in Reykjavik - 2019 06 12
Board meeting in Reykjavik - 2019 06 13

Travel grants
The board has, after an open application, awarded ten members with travel grants each of 2000 NOK in 2019. Nine of these was for the ARLIS/Norden Annual meeting in conference in Reykjavik 2019 and one of these was for IFLA conference in Athens.

The constitution of the board
The following representatives are board members for the period 2019-2020:

Norway

• Anette Waller, Oslo National Academy of the Arts – ordinarie
• Matteo Antoniazzi, National Museum of Art, Architecture and Design – suppleant

Sweden

• Karin SULD, University Library of Borås, suppleant

Oslo, 1 February 2018
The following representatives are board members for the period 2019-2021:

**Iceland**
- Ragnhildur Blöndal, Technical College – ordinarie
- Guðný Ragnarsdóttir, Árni Magnússon Institution for Islandske Studier - suppleant

**Finland**
- Katariina Soudunsaari, Lapland University Library – suppleant

**Denmark**
- No representatives.

**Activities ARLIS/Norden**
There have been 5 meetings in the different countries the last year.

**International activities:**
ARLIS/Norden is still member of the IFLA Art Libraries Section.